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Zoonotic disease epidemiology: animal contact as exposure

Studies of zoonotic diseases often measure many dimensions of
animal contact as exposure

▶ Unless sample size is very large, this results in high P:N

Conan et al. (2017) [1]:

▶ GEMS-ZED substudy
▶ 73 pediatric case-control pairs with animals (domestic,

peridomestic rodents) at home
▶ Matching variables: age, sex, location

▶ Outcome: moderate-to-severe diarrhea

▶ Exposure: animal contact (caregiver interview)
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Conan et al. (2017)

Analytic approach:

▶ Recoded variables (baseline = none of that species): P = 497

▶ Eliminated irrelevant or > 10% missingness variables: P = 397

▶ Univariable regression: P = 45 (p ≤ 0.2)

▶ Examined for collinearity, combined where possible: P= 37

▶ Multivariable model: forward stepwise, AIC. Wealth “forced”

▶ Conditional logistic regression
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Concerns with original analysis
Overfitting

A feature of high P:N models. Model “follows the noise” [2]

▶ May influence variable selection with automated methods

▶ Effect estimates may be strongly biased if N:P ≤ 4 [3]

Simulation study:
▶ Simulated a cohort of 50,000

▶ Predictor variables: those included in FSS, distribution =
controls

▶ Outcome: simulated under Conan et al.’s final model (Table
2 [1])

▶ Simulated 100 datasets (N=73 cases, 73 controls), FSS on
each

▶ Median # models a variable was selected for: 15 (IQR 0, 21)
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Concerns with original analysis
Interpretation of models fit to training data

With large P and automated approaches to variable selection,
some will be significant due to chance alone

▶ Leading to misleading inference without validation [2]

Simulation study

▶ Predictor data: same cohort

▶ Outcome: null model (β1 = ...βp = 0)

▶ Training data: random sample (N= 73 cases, 73 controls),
FSS applied

▶ Test data: repeat random sample, fit selected model
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Concerns with original analysis
Interpretation of models fit to training data

Simulation study results

Training data Test data
OR p value OR p value

Bovines defecate in cooking area 0.47 0.06 0.67 0.31
Child present during chicken butchering 1.80 0.12 0.61 0.17
Adult cats present but do not sleep in living area 2.24 0.04 1.37 0.41
Adult cats sleep in living area 1.74 0.23 1.53 0.36
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Concerns with original analysis
Overadjustment

Inappropriate inclusion of variables in a regression model

▶ Mediators

▶ Colliders

A risk with automated variable selection

Conan et al.’s results: # sheep → sleep inside vs. outside pen
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Concerns with original analysis
Interpretability

▶ Adult sheep sleep in pen: reference = no sheep owned, but
adjusted for total # sheep

▶ Motivation to avoid automated methods of variable selection
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Our approach
a priori regression

1. Identify key exposures of interest
∗

2. Identify confounders for each exposure
∗

3. Perform regression modeling separately for each exposure

4. ± Correct for multiple testing

∗
Informed by subject-matter knowledge [7, 8]

Results:

▶ No statistically significant results
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Our approach
Item Response Theory (IRT)

A form of latent variable analysis, borrowed from test theory [9]

▶ Continuous underlying trait/binary or categorical items

▶ Proposed latent trait: animal contact

▶ Assumptions: monotonicity, high internal consistency,
unidimensionality, local independence

Procedure:
▶ Applied to 177 binary variables

▶ Removed those unrelated to animal contact or w/ unclear
directionality

▶ Individual species

▶ 2PL model, ltm package

▶ Regression model with latent trait as predictor
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Our approach
Item Response Theory (IRT)

OR 1.21 (95% CI 0.78, 1.87)
Median discriminatory ability = 0.79 (IQR 0.12, 0.73)
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Conclusions

Automated methods of variable selection for inference is risky and
FSS requires validation

A priori approach: labor-intensive but optimizes interpretability

▶ Could still have large P:N and thus overfitting, but won’t
affect variable selection and thus averts overadjustment bias

IRT approach more amenable to automation, suitable for questions
of mechanism or etiology

Evidence that poultry contact may be a risk factor for MSD

Concerns:

▶ IRT performance with matched case-control samples unknown

▶ MICE did not reflect study design

▶ Matching likely compromised power of both analyses
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